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QUESTION 1

A corporate cloud security policy states that communications between the company\\'s VPC and KMS must travel
entirely within the AWS network and not use public service endpoints. 

Which combination of the following actions MOST satisfies this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the aws:sourceVpce condition to the AWS KMS key policy referencing the company\\'s VPC endpoint ID. 

B. Remove the VPC internet gateway from the VPC and add a virtual private gateway to the VPC to prevent direct,
public internet connectivity. 

C. Create a VPC endpoint for AWS KMS with private DNS enabled. 

D. Use the KMS Import Key feature to securely transfer the AWS KMS key over a VPN. 

E. Add the following condition to the AWS KMS key policy: "aws:SourceIp": "10.0.0.0/16". 

Correct Answer: AC 

An IAM policy can deny access to KMS except through your VPC endpoint with the following condition 

statement: 

"Condition": { 

"StringNotEquals": { 

"aws:sourceVpce": "vpce-0295a3caf8414c94a" 

} 

} 

If you select the Enable Private DNS Name option, the standard AWS KMS DNS hostname (https:// 

kms..amazonaws.com) resolves to your VPC endpoint. 

 

QUESTION 2

A company needs to retain tog data archives for several years to be compliant with regulations. The tog 

data is no longer used but It must be retained. 

What Is the MOST secure and cost-effective solution to meet these requirements? 

A. Archive the data to Amazon S3 and apply a restrictive bucket policy to deny the s3 DeleteOotect API B. Archive the
data to Amazon S3 Glacier and apply a Vault Lock policy 

C. Archive the data to Amazon S3 and replicate it to a second bucket in a second AWS Region Choose the S3 Standard-
Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-1A) storage class and apply a restrictive bucket policy to deny the s3 DeleteObject API 

D. Migrate the log data to a 16 T8 Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volume Create a snapshot of the EBS
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volume 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A security engineer has been tasked with implementing a solution that allows the company\\'s development team to
have interactive command line access to Amazon EC2 Linux instances using the AWS Management Console. 

Which steps should the security engineer take to satisfy this requirement while maintaining least privilege? 

A. Enable AWS Systems Manager in the AWS Management Console and configure for access to EC2 instances using
the default AmazonEC2RoleforSSM role. Install the Systems Manager Agent on all EC2 Linux instances that need
interactive access. Configure IAM user policies to allow development team access to the Systems Manager Session
Manager and attach to the team\\'s IAM users. 

B. Enable console SSH access in the EC2 console. Configure IAM user policies to allow development team access to
the AWS Systems Manager Session Manager and attach to the development team\\'s IAM users. 

C. Enable AWS Systems Manager in the AWS Management Console and configure to access EC2 instances using the
default AmazonEC2RoleforSSM role. Install the Systems Manager Agent on all EC2 Linux instances that need
interactive access. Configure a security group that allows SSH port 22 

from all published IP addresses. Configure IAM user policies to allow development team access to the 

AWS Systems Manager Session Manager and attach to the team\\'s IAM users. 

D. Enable AWS Systems Manager in the AWS Management Console and configure to access EC2 instances using the
default AmazonEC2RoleforSSM role Install the Systems Manager Agent on all EC2 Linux instances that need
interactive access. Configure IAM policies to allow development team access to the EC2 console and attach to the
teams IAM users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has several workloads running on AWS Employees are required to authenticate using on-premises ADFS
and SSO to access the AWS Management Console Developers migrated an existing legacy web application to an
Amazon EC2 instance Employees need to access this application from anywhere on the internet but currently, mere is
no authentication system but into the application. 

How should the Security Engineer implement employee-only access to this system without changing the application? 

A. Place the application behind an Application Load Balancer (ALB) Use Amazon Cognito as authentication (or the ALB
Define a SAML-based Amazon Cognito user pool and connect it to ADFS 

B. Implement AWS SSO in the master account and link it to ADFS as an identity provide\\' Define the EC2 instance as a
managed resource, then apply an IAM policy on the resource 
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C. Define an Amazon Cognito identity pool then install the connector on the Active Directory server Use the Amazon
Cognito SDK on the application instance to authenticate the employees using their Active Directory user names and
passwords 

D. Create an AWS Lambda custom authorizer as the authenticator for a reverse proxy on Amazon EC2 Ensure the
security group on Amazon EC2 only allows access from the Lambda function. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A large corporation is creating a multi-account strategy and needs to determine how its employees should access the
AWS infrastructure. 

Which of the following solutions would provide the MOST scalable solution? 

A. Create dedicated IAM users within each AWS account that employees can assume through federation based upon
group membership in their existing identity provider 

B. Use a centralized account with IAM roles that employees can assume through federation with their existing identity
provider Use cross-account roles to allow the federated users to assume their target role in the resource accounts. 

C. Configure the AWS Security Token Service to use Kerberos tokens so that users can use their existing corporate
user names and passwords to access AWS resources directly 

D. Configure the IAM trust policies within each account\\'s role to set up a trust back to the corporation\\'s existing
identity provider allowing users to assume the role based off their SAML token 

Correct Answer: A 
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